
 

 
 

Real-time analytics 

 

Unrivaled ad-hoc data analytics 
at scale without compromise 

 

Real-time direct query access of 
EDW and updated operational 
data with zero performance 
penalty  

 

Qlik Data Concierge makes  

creating apps in Qlik Sense  easy  

 

Qlik provides visualization for 
data managed by Actian Vector, 
Actian X and Actian Zen 

Standard SQL 2003 support and 
full ACID compliance with 
Enterprise grade security  and 
resilience 

 

Hybrid data access on-premise, 
on AWS and Azure  

 

Actian DataConnect and 
DataFlow provide high speed 
data integration, data 
transformation and loading for 
data sources 

 

 

Game changing insight at volume and scale 
Actian enables Qlik® to visualize operational data warehouse data, faster.    

Actian, the hybrid data analytics, integration, and management company, 

delivers data as a competitive advantage to thousands of customers 

worldwide. Through the deployment of innovative hybrid data technologies 

and solutions Actian ensures that business critical systems can transact and 

integrate at their very best – on premises, in the cloud or both.  

 

“Enterprises are looking to maximize the value of their data, and speed to 
analysis is essential to unlocking that value and driving more timely and 
meaningful insights from all their data.”                                         
- Drew Clarke, SVP – Office of Strategy Management at Qlik. 

▪ Actian Vector. Actian Vector is a relational database engine designed 

for high performance analytics. Actian Vector was designed from the 

ground up to exploit performance features in today’s commodity x64 

CPUs such as vectorization and larger chip caches enabling in-chip 

analytics.  Actian Vector’s record breaking speed delivers results faster 
than any of its competitors. Actian Vector stands apart from 

conventional analytics databases due to its patented zero performance 

penalty updates. Vector enables real-time analytics on-premises,  on 

AWS and Azure.  

 

▪ Actian DataConnect is a hybrid integration solution that enables you to 

quickly and easily design, deploy, and manage integrations on hybrid, 

on-premises and cloud environments with no limits on data types or 

volumes. With its emphasis on reuse and adaptability, DataConnect is 

engineered to help you cost-effectively integrate diverse data and 

applications from numerous endpoints. 

 

▪ Actian X is a combination of  industry-leading Ingres transactional and 

Vector analytic databases, world class integration and a robust 

monitoring tool. Actian X runs business critical systems for Fortune 100 

companies and government agencies and has industry leading 

customer satisfaction ratings. 

 

▪ Actian Zen is the most reliable, small-footprint, low-maintenance 

database management system (DBMS) in the world. Actian Zen 

combines NoSQL programmatic API-based access and SQL relational 

access for the perfect blend of performance and standard access. Actian 

Zen’s zero DBA design is ideal for embedded and IoT edge applications. 
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